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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 142
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.3in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1921 Excerpt: . . . Light House Bureau. Henry noted that the
sound of a steam siren at A often passed completely above a vessel at B but could be heard
distinctly at a second vessel stationed at C. Refraction of this sort is caused apparently by successive
layers of air having different densities, due to differences in temperature. Loudness And Intensity Of
Sound 277. Distinction between Loudness and Intensity. Loudness is a term used to designate the
strength of the sensation received through the medium of the ear. The loudness with which a given
sound is heard depends in part on the energy of the vibrating system and in part on the nature of
the hearing mechanism of the individual. It is probable that no two persons hear the same sound
with exactly the same degree of loudness; indeed, the loudness with which a given individual
perceives a sound varies...
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Reviews
This published pdf is wonderful. it was writtern really completely and valuable. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Dr . B r yon Gleichner
Comprehensive guide for pdf fanatics. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- Va lentin Thompson
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